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Introduction. 

Snakes have been achieved after pellet injection in TORE-SUPRA during ohmic as well 
as ICRH discharges as it has already been observed in odier machines [1]. They are usually 
localized on a region around the q=l surface, and correspond mainly to a perturbation of the 
density profile. The formation of the snake depends on the penetration depth Lp of the pellet 
[2]: the maximum of ablation must be well inside the q=l surface, this condition is necessary 
but not sufficient to produce snakes. For example on TORE-SUPRA high speed H2 pellets 
(1500 m/s and approximately 10^1 atoms)[3] were injected into D2 plasmas with following 
parameters: Ip=1.4 MA, B(()=3 T, Te=1.7 KeV, <nc>»2-3 1019 nr-*, a=0.78 m, R=2.4 m, 
and qa=3.3. In such experimental conditions, the matter is deposited in the centre and snakes 
are produced in 50% of the cases, but they are created on a second much more internal q=l 
surface leading probably to a non monotonie current profile. The first two paragraphs describe 
the properties of the snake and the induced current modification. The latter paragraph discusses 
the important role of the bootstrap current in the snake formation. 

Experimental observations. 

Two soft X-ray cameras are mounted on TORE SUPRA, one viewing the plasma 
vertically with 43 detectors allowing a spatial resolution of 3 cm and a time resolution of lus, 
and a second viewing the plasma horizontally with the same resolutions. The soft X-ray signal 
depends on the energy kTe, the square density ne

2 and the impurity content of the plasma, and 
is the main diagnostic used to study the snake in this paper. 

A detailed study of a particular snake obtained on Tore-Supra after injection of an 
hydrogen pellet (1021 atoms) at a moderate velocity (1500m/s) into a deuterium plasma 
(Lp/a=.94) has been carried out. As one can see on Fig.l, the snake exists immediately after 
pellet ablation, but is detectable on soft X-ray signals only after a few 10ms because of the 
energy function response of the measurement. The density decreases in 600ms while the central 
temperature regenerates with the same time evolution. The snake remains during 500ms 
although sawteeth are present in the plasma, the period of the sawteeth is 45ms. 

. Physical properties 
The snake oscillations reach more than 100% of the soft X-ray signals, and have the same 

frequency as those detected on the line-integrated density signals. These oscillations are not 
visible on the electron cyclotron emission (Fig.l) indicating that the snake is mainly a local 
density perturbation. The snake contains approximatively 5.5 1019 atoms representing less than 
10% of the quantity of matter contained in the pellet. This has been deduced from the 
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inierfcromctry diagnostic using the snake rotation. It is compatible with specific soft X-ray 
emission, providing any impurity accumulation effect. 

The parameters which characterize the snake dimensions are its minor radius r$, which 
corresponds to the radial location of its maximum density, radial and poloidal extensions Ir and 
Iff. For the experimental condidons described above, the typical dimensions deduced from the 
soft X-rays are r s =14.5 cm, lr =12 cm and le =14 cm (=80°) (Fig.2). A low/high field side 
asymmetry is observed on the dimensions of die snake attributed to the Shafranov shift effect: 
high field side lr =15 cm, low field side lr=12 cm. 

. Magnetic properties 
Soft X-ray cameras identify die snake as a m=l magnetic perturbation, a correlation with 

the interferometry, toroidally located at 60° of die soft X-rays, allows to determine a n=l 
toroidal mode number. Sawteedi reappear on die soft X-rays 170 ms after the injection, but are 
visible on the central temperature only after a delay of 500 ms (Figl). On the other hand when 
no snake is produced, sawteeth affect the central electronic temperature right after the pellet 
injection. 

Looking into die inversion radius of die soft X-rays during the snake leads to a radius of 
die q=l surface rq = i =29 cm (Fig.3). This value is identical to that before injection which is 
also similar the value deduced from the position of the dip in die Ha emission during the 
ablation process [4]. Comparison of rq=i =29 cm and rs =14.5 cm clearly indicates diat die 
snake rotates on a more internal q=l surface on which no sawtoodi is observed. Usually for 
standart Tore-Supra snakes, rs/rq=l =0.8, but for this particular experiment rg/rq-i =0.5, 
which may correspond to a non monotonie current profile. 

. Influence of sawteeth on the snake 
As mentioned before, the snake survives to the sawtoodi crashes, but with some changes 

in its behaviour. 
Firsdy, soft X-ray measurements underline an effect on die snake position. Tine minor 

radius rs decreases from 14.5 cm down to =10 cm at each crash and relaxes during die 
sawtoodi ramp. This point is confirmed by die time evolution of the central soft X-ray signal 
which exhibits inverted sawteedi as seen in Fig.4. When rs decreases, die snake rotates on a 
trajectory always intercepted by die central chord, leading to an increase of die emissivity and 
dien to central inverted sawteedi. The variation of rq=i along die sawteedi has been reported by 
JET [2], but they observe a linear dependency of rq=i with the time during die regeneration 
phase. On Tore-Supra r s recovers its initial value more rapidly 0?ig.4). 

Secondly, die snake rotation is affected by die sawtoodi crashes (Fig.5). On Tore-Supra 
commonly die snake rotates in the electronic drift direction, slows down and sometimes locks 
before die crash. In die particular case described here, two phases may be distinguished: 

* phase I corresponding to an erratic rotation direction at low frequency (a few Hz): every 
crash corresponds to an abrupt change from electronic to ionic rotation direction, between two 
consecutive crashes die frequency decreases locks and reverts; 

* phase II corresponding to a rotation in the electronic drift direction only widi a 
frequency modulated by the sawtoodi crashes from quasi-stationary up to 700 Hz as seen on 
Fig.5. But contrary to an usual m=l,n=l tearing mode which slows down before die crash, die 
snake slows down at die crash. One interesting point is to understand how diis difference is 
determined. Botii the fluid particle and die momentum balance equations have to be written 
including of course die neoclassical friction forces and turbulence to determine the rotation 
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mechanism. At the end of this phase, the crashes affect the amplitude of die snake which is then 
eroded at every internal disruption. 

Local modification of the current density profile. 

In order to study the current modification caused by the pellet injection, different methods 
are used: 

- the transport code LOCO using Thomson scattering data and assuming a Spitzer 
resistivity which underestimates the on-axis current density; 

- the equilibrium code EDENT-D using magnetic and interferometry measurements and 
q=l surface position deduced from soft X-rays; 

- the striations of the Ha emission [4], 
Fig.6 shows the q profiles obtained by these methods. Before the pellet injection, the 

results are in relatively good agreement, showing a monotonie q profile with qo=0.85±0.15. 
The profile given by striations indicates the presence of a large plateau around rq=i, but no 
particular structure near r$. After the pellet injection LOCO calculates a non monotonie profile, 
due to the very flat or may be hollow electron temperature profile. 

Discussion. 

The experimental observations require two explanations: 
- the first one generating the modification of the current profile leading probably to a 

double q=l surface 
- the second one generating the m=l,n=l snake island destabilization and self-

sustainmenL Pellet injection suffers important modifications of density and temperature profiles 
involving also modification of the bootstrap current distribution of both ions and electrons: 

j t a « —^vOfl—— , where e is the inverse aspect rano. 
r B, 

The bootstrap current calculated by LOCO (Fig.7) remains constant (70 kA) and 
represents 5% of die total current but with a different shape. Bootstrap takes place exacdy 
between rs and rq=j. Both effects, Te decrease and bootstrap modification, may explain the 
appearance of a non monotonie current profile. 

Inside the snake island die pressure gradients are not flat as usually considered in tearing 
mode theory, and also lead to a bootstrap contribution [5]. This current which can be significant 
plays an important role on the mode stability dirough die sign of die shear parameter. Non 
linear treatment taking into account the local bootstrap current effect associated with non 
monotonie profile, and the island pressure gradients are needed to investigate the snake 
stability. 

Others scenarios as a temperature perturbation driving the island growdi or the presence 
of a large region at very low shear value must also be studied in parallel of funher experiments. 
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Fig. 1 Density temperature and SXR evolutions 
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